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DEDICATED TO THE MEMORY OF FR. C. RACINE 
Let q+,(x) = /(-xX, -xN-%)/f( -xk, -xN--lr) = c.“=. t+(n)x”, where 
f(a, b) =f(b, a) = 1 +z;=r (ab)“(“-‘)‘2 (a” + b”). The main objective of the present 
paper is to show that for genera1 N satisfying (N, 6) = 1, 1 Q k < N/2, (k, N) = 1 and 
0 6 I< N, there exists an integer n, 20 depending on N, k, and I such that 
uk(Nn + I), n an,,, all have the same sign. We determine explicitly the value 
of no and also the sign. The method, like Ramanujan’s is to express 
(l/N) ~p~-‘~-“~~~,N(~~“~), where p runs through all Nth roots of unity, in 
terms off(a, b) and, following Andrews, to use Gordon’s theorem. 0 1988 Academic 
Press. Inc. 
In his development of the theory of modular equations, Ramanujan 
introdued [5, p. 1973 the function 
f(u, b) = 1 + (a + b) + ab(a2 + b2) + a3b3(a3 + b3) + . . . ) 
which is a theta function. Clearly 
f(u,b)=f(b,a)=l+ f (ub)“(“-“‘2(u”+b”). 
?7=1 
(1) 
A simple consequence of the definition is 
f(u-1, b) =a-‘f(u, bu-2), (2) 
a result which is stated in the Note Books [S, p. 1971. Ramanujan 
“proved,” using what Hardy called “a remarkable formula with many 
parameters,” the well-known product formula for the theta function 
f(u, b) = U(u, ub) 17(b, ub) n( -ub, ub), (3) 
where 
z7(u,b)=(1+u)(1+ub)(1+&)... 
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In particular, if 1x1 < 1 
f(-x)=f(-x, -x2)= fi (1 -A?), 
n=i 
which is substantially the same as Dedekind’s modular form n(2). 
In the “Lost” Note Book [3], Ramanujan stated the formula 
f(-x2, -Ax)=f(-22, -/lx6)+xf(-I, -2x9) 
f(-x, 4x2) f(-Jx3) (4) 
and gave many applications of it. In fact even in his Note Books [S, 
pp. 234, 241, 245, et seq] he had made several applications of it though he 
never stated it there. This formula is precisely the quintuple product 
identity (see Section 1 below). 
Further in his Note Books Ramanujan considered the modular function 
where N is a positive odd integer, and expressed 
modular functions like 
f(mX2k, -XN--2k) 
~kN(X)= f(-xk, -,N-k) 
(where we have omitted a multiplicative factor which 
example, if N = 5 
it in terms of other 
(5) 
is a power of x). For 
x-1!5f(-X1'5)=X-L,5f(-X2v -x3)-1-xl,5f(-x, -x4) 
f(-X') f(-4 -x4) f(-x2, -x3)' (6) 
which is given by Ramanujan [S, p. 2351. He has given similar formulae 
for N= 7, 11, 13, 17 (see [S, pp. 239, 243, 244, 2471). In the sequel we give 
a generalisation of these formulae for all iV> 1 satisfying 
W, 6) = 1, l<k<;,(k,iV)=l. 
In [S, p. 2041 Ramanujan states 
(7) 
XII5 x x2 
x”s~,,,(x) = 1+ 1+ 1+ . . . = x 
1,s f(-XT -x4) 
f(-x2, -x3)' (8) 
which is the Rogers-Ramanujan continued fraction. Further x-“~v,,~(x) is 
its inverse. In the “Lost” Note Book, Ramanujan writes 
fp,.5(x) = ug + v,x + v2x2 + ... 
$92,5(x) = 240 + UIX + u2x= + . . . 
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and tabulates the values of u, and u, from n = 1 to n = 100. He further 
states 
u175 =23000 
24 ,m = 599312 1914765. 
He also states values of ulool, u,~~, u,~~, u,~, and uIooo, . . . . etc. These are 
easily proved in Section 1 below. Ramanujan also states formulae for 
I? U5n + ,xn, f us* + ,xn, 0<1<4 
II=0 PI=0 
in terms off(a, b). His table of values of U, and u, indicates a periodicity in 
their signs. For example, 
UsI+ <o, VSn+l >o for all n > 0. 
These statements have been proved by Andrews [l, pp. 187-1941. 
The main objective of the present paper is to show that for general N 
satisfying (7) 
and 0 d I < N, there exists an integer no 2 0 depending on N, k, and I such 
that 
u,W + 0, n>n, 
all have the same sign. We determine explicitly the value of no and also the 
sign. The method, like Ramanujan’s, is to express 
+-ix- “N%,N(pX1’N)~ 
where p runs through all Nth roots of unity, in terms off(a, b). Following 
Andrews, one then uses Gordon’s theorems [2]. These are given in 
Section 2. The important fact to be noticed is that in terms off(a, b), (9) 
takes a form for which Lemma 1 below (based on Andrews and Gordon) 
can be applied. 
1 
1.1. We shall first show that formula (4), which Watson in his 
(unfinished) edition of Ramanujan’s Note Books calls the “adjunction 
formula,” is the same as the quintuple product identity. 
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From the definition off(a, b) we have 
f(-1*x3, 
-A.&= 5 (-l)n(~X3)3n(n-1"2~n~6n 
nz --?I 
Similarly 
Adding the two together we have 
= 1 (-l)n.(12313)“(3n-‘)‘ZX3n(l +x.(Ixj)n). 
If we put Ix3 = q and x = z, we get 
f(-1*x3, -nx6)+xf(-l., -22x9) 
= 2 (_l)~.q~(3n-1)/*z3~(1 +zqn). 
-50 
(10) 
Now using the product formula (3), we see that the left side of (4) equals 
n( - Ax, 2x3) z7( -x2, #4x3) n( - Ix3, 1x3) 
n( -x, Ax3) z7( - 1x2, Ax3) z7( -2x3. Ix3) T. 
Expanding the infinite products and using Lx3 = q. x = z, we obtain 
(4”-*, q2), .(-4z-‘3 4L .(--z7 4)x ‘(4Z23 9*Lm 
where 
(a,X),=(1-u)(l-ux)(l-ux*)... =I7(-U,X). 
Hence formula (4) of Ramanujan leads to 
f (-lY.4 n(3n - 1 )/ZZ3n( 1 + zqn) 
-cc 
= (q2r2, q2), +z*, q2), t-f&-‘, 4L .(--G 93, (47 4)rn~ (11) 
which is precisely the quintuple product identity. 
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1.2. We now consider a generalisation of formula (6). 
For each integer n 3 1 let 
u 
” 
= *n(n + 1)/2&d” - 1 j/2, u” = &n - 1)/2&o + I)/2 
(12) 
so that U, =a, o, = b. For any natural number N, Ramanujan has stated 
the formula [S, p. 2001, 
f(.,,.,)=f(.N,.N)+.,f(~,~)+~,f(~,~) 
+u2f(y,59+“2f(fyy+ . . . 
to N terms. This formula can be easily proved from definition. 
Let us take 
N=l (mod 2) 
so that the above formula can be written as 
Now take 
then 
N-112 
f(_X’IN)=f(_X(3N+1)/2, --~3~-1)/2)+ 1 (-1)” 
k=l 
x XWk--lWf( e-X (3N+6k-I)/2 -X(3N-6k+l)/2) , 
(13) 
N- 112 
+ c (-1) 
k Xk(3k+ I)/ZNf( --x (3N+6k+1)/2 &3N-6k-1)/2) , 
k-1 
(14) 
We now choose N so that for some k < (N - 1)/2 
or 
3N+6k+ 1=2(3N-6k- 1). 
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This leads at once to 
N=+l (mod 6). 
It therefore follows that (14) contains the term 
f-1) (N+ 1)/h XW’- l)/=y-( mXN), if N - - 1 (mod 6) 
(_1)(N--L)/6X(N2-1)/24Nf(_XN), if N = 1 (mod 6). 
Let us first consider the case 
N=6g+ 1, g>, 1. 
The term with k = g in the second sum on the right of (14) is 
(_ l)‘N- I)/6 X(N2-W24Nf( ex”). 
We will therefore write (14) as 
f(-X’IN)_(_1)1N--IU6X1NZ--1)/24Nf(_XN) 
k=2g+l 
so that each of the sums on the right of (14) is divided into three parts, and 
in the first sum C’, the term with k = 0 is the first term on the right of (14). 
We shall now regroup the terms in (15). 
Consider the two sums 
k!, +k=t+; 
Adding the kth term in the first sum and the (2g + k)th term in the second 
sum, we have 
(-1) kXk(3k-I)/2N(f(_XN+3(k+g), -g2N-3(k+~)) 
+Xk+gf(-XN-Xk+g), -X2N+3(k+g))). 
For the inner sum of two terms we use Ramanujan’s formula (4) and get 
Therefore 
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which may be rewritten in the form 
(-*)gf(-XN) F (-*)kX(k-g)(3(k-g)-l),2Nf~-x2k~ -xN-2k) 
k=g+l f( -Xk, -xN-k) 
In a similar way one can prove 
g--f 
k~~+k=~~l=(-*)gf(-XN) f (-l)k 
&=I 
XX(k-gJ(3(k-g)-~,/2d-t-X2k, -XN-2k) 
.f( -Xk, -P-k) 
and 
=(-l)“f(-x”) 2 (-l)k 
k=g+l k=2g+ I k=2g+ I 
XX(k-g)(3(k-g)--l),2Nf(-X2k~ -XN-2k) 
j-(-X&, -xN-k) . 
We thus obtain the final formula as 
THEOREM 1. Let E= +l andN=6g+c, gal. Then 
X-(N2-11j24Nf(_XIIN)/f(_XN) 
N-112 
=(-l)g+ c (-l)k+g 
&=I 
x X(k-g)(3k-3g-e)/2N-(N2- 1)/24N f( -X*k, -,N-*k) 
f( -Xk, -xN-&) * 
It can be seen easily that for N odd and > 1 
N-f*f(-X*k, -X-)= 1 
&=I f( -Xk, -XN-‘) ’ 
We have further, for N = 6g + E, E = + 1 
N-l/2 
rI 
X(k - g)(3k - 3g - ~)j2N - (N2 - 1 V24N 
f( eX*k, pXN--Zk) 
k=l f(-Xk, -,N-k) = ” 
1.3. Let 
1 x x2 ---... 
1+ l+ l+ 
=u,+u,x+uzx*+ ... 
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so that from (8) and (4) we get 
u,+u,x+u,x*+ ... = f(-X4, -x)=f(--x43 -xl')-xf(-x, -x14) f(-x2, -x3) f(d) . 
(16) 
Now 
f& = f, p(n) xsn3 P(O) = 1, 
where p(n) for every integer 2 1 is the number of unrestricted partitions of 
n. If we use the expansion (1) in (16) we get 
u,+u,x+u,x2+ ... 
Collecting the coefficients of x175 on the right of (17) we have 
~175 =~(35)+~(32)-~(16)-~(1). 
Utilising the table of partitions given at the end of the classic paper of 
Hardy and Ramanujan [4, p. 3081, we get 
u175 = 14,883 + 8349 - 23 1 - 1 
= 23,000. 
In a similar way 
u1Mn,=~p(200)+p(197)-p(181)-p(166)-p(159)-p(138) 
+ P(90) + P(57) + P(43) + P(4). 
Inserting the values of p(n) from the same table, we get 
ulm =599 312 191476 5. 
Similarly one can find ulool, uioo2, . . . . etc. 
In a similar way one can evaluate u,~, etc., by using the power series 
for 
f(-x2, -x3) 
f( -x, -x4). 
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These results indicate that the “Lost” Note Book was written after 1917 
or 1918 when the paper of Hardy and Ramanujan was published. 
It is to be noted that what Ramanujan finds are properties of the Taylor 
coeflicients of q&x) and (p&x) and the connection with continued 
fractions is irrelevant. One may therefore consider the more general 
function rp ,Jx), where for N> 5 there is no connection with continued 
fractions. 
1.4. In order to study the properties of the Taylor coefficients of 
(P,Jx), we will need the following 
LEMMA 1. Let 
G(x) = 
x”f( -PI, -x4) - x’2f( -Xbl, -X4) m 
R-x) 
= “go tnx”, 
where 
a, +a;=b, +b;=m (odd) 
O<a, <a;, 0 cb, < 6; 
Cl > c2 2 0, aI <h 
b, 24. 
(18) 
Then all the coefficients tc2, t,, + 1, . . . have the same sign except when c, = 
c2 + 1, in which case tr2+, may not have the same sign. However, all t, for 
n > c2 + 1 will have the same sign. 
Proof. If we use the product formula for f(a, b), we have 
f (  -xa’, -x”i)= 
J- ( -x)  
n 
(1 -xy-l. (19) 
n ~6 O,+ol(modm) 
By Gordon [2], the right side of (19) is 
where m = 2k + 1 and A,,,(n) is a combinatorial function. Because of (18) 
a, <k. 
On the other hand the left side of (19) equals 
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which by Gordon equals 
(20) 
where B,,,(n) is again a combinatorial function. 
Clearly from the definition of G(x) and (20), we have 
t, = hQ2Jn - Cl) - B,,,,(n - cd. (21) 
In order to find the sign of t, we use the following inequalities between 
A,,,(n) and B,,,,(n) besides the obvious equality 
hw,(n) = &,&h n 20. 
We have 
4,(n) > 4,(m), n>mal,kba24 
4.,(n) > Bdnh k>a>b>l. 
(22) 
Since B,,Jn) = 0 if n < 0, it is obvious from (21) that 
t, =o if n<c,. 
In order to find the sign of t, for n > c2, we use the inequalities (22). Now 
since c1 > c2 
- t, = &,(n - cd - &,,(n - cl) 
= A,& - cd - &,& - cl 1 
2 A,,,,@ - 4 -A,,& - cl) 
a 4b,(n - cJ-4& -cl) 
>o 
for all n>c,, except if c1 =c2 + 1 and Ak,b,(l)= 1, for then 
-tc, = -tr*+l =o. 
Therefore 
-t,>o for n>c, + 1. 
Our lemma is completely proved. 
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We shall call this last phenomenon the “exceptional case.” 
Ramanujan in his “Lost” Note Book gave expressions for 
U/+z4[+~X+u,+loX2+ . . . . 061<5 
in terms of the functions f(a, b). For instance 
%1+4X1 = 
x’f( -x*, -x67)-x2f(-x17, -.48) 
A=0 A-x) 
These were proved by Andrews [l]. He also showed, by using substan- 
tially Lemma 1 above, that us1+4 has the same sign for all 12 0 except for 
a few at the beginning. 
2 
2.1. As before, let NE + 1 (mod 6), 1 <k < N/2, (k, N) = 1. Put 
(Pk,N(X) =‘:,--“; -“;:;Qo Uk(n)Xn. 
x ) -x 
(We write u,Jn) instead of z+Jn) since N will be fixed throughout this 
section.) If we use Ramanujan’s formula (4), then 
(Pk,N(X) J-(-X2-, -xN+J;(~xq-x-, -X2N+y (23) 
X 
Now f( -xN) q&x) has in its power series expansion only non-negative 
powers of x. This is true also of f( -xZN- 3k, -xN+ 3k) since both 2N - 3k 
and N + 3k are positive. Therefore the same is true of 
x’y-( FXN--3k, -X2N+3k), even when N - 3k -C 0. This fact can be seen 
otherwise too by just expanding x”f( -x~-~~, . ..) using (1). 
Let UN be the operator which operates on power series 
UN@(x)) =$I A(pXIIN), 
P 
where p runs through all the Nth roots of unity. Then 
UN(A(x) + B(x)) = UN(A(x)) + UN(B(x)) 
U,(/i(x) .B(xN)) = B(x) ’ UN(&)). 
Further if A(x) has integer coefficients in its power series expansion, then 
so does U,(A(x)). 
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If I is an integer 
061<N 
then it is easy to see that 
U,(x-‘q,,(x)) = f u,(NA + 1)x”. 
A=0 
Because of (23) 
(24) 
1 
~NW~~k,N(X)) =fm U,(x-‘f( -XZN -3k, -xN’Jk)) 
1 
+f(-x) 
- U,(X~-~(-X~-~~, --.x~~+)~)). (25) 
We shall show that each of the expressions on the right of (25) can be 
expressed in terms off(a, 6). 
Now 
U,(x-tf( -X*N-3k, -xN+3k)) 
3NAd.A - I )/2 + 1l2N ~- 3k) - / 
When we apply the operator term by term, only those terms will survive 
whose exponents are divisible by N. We hence consider first the congruence 
3NA(;l- 1) 
2 
+,?(2N-3k)-IrO (mod N). 
This gives 
3kA= -1 (mod N). 
Since (3k, N) = 1, there exists L 1 < f < N, such that 
3kf -1 (mod N). 
So A - -j7 (mod N). Choose c such that 
O<c=pN-j7<N 
for some integer p. Replacing A by NA + c we get 
(26) 
(27) 
(28) 
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where 
sa = 
(JN+c)(3(AN+~)+l)-~k~-3kc+l 
2 
-. 
N (29) 
Since O<I<N, we have So 20. 
In a similar way considering the second sum we have 
~,(~k-ff(-~~-~k, -x2~+3k))=(-1)d f (-lyXfi, 
a= -m 
where 
O<d=p’N+f(k-I)<N (30) 
for some integer p’ and 
t,J = 
(IN+d)(3(AN+d)-l)-3kAL3kd-k+I 
2 N ’ (31) 
As before since 0 < I c N, ta 2 0 for all 1. We note from (28) and (30) 
3d=3jk+3c-l+3c (mod N) 
so that 
c # d. (32) 
2.2. Let us dispose of the two simple cases 
I= 0, l=k. 
If I=O, then c=O and so 
(-l)‘C(-l)“x”i=f(-x (3N*-N+6k)/2 -X(3N2+N-6k)/2) > (33) 
On the other haid d > 0 and since 0 < d < N and 3 d = 1 (mod N) 
d= (N+l)/3 
{ 
if NE - 1 (mod 6) 
(2N+ 1)/3 if NE 1 (mod 6). 
In the first case 
(-l)“C(-l)“x’i 
a 
=x(N(N+1)-6k)/6f(~X(5N2+N-6k)/2, -X(N*-N+6k)/2)e 
In the second case, the left side of (34) equals 
(34) 
-XN(2N+ 1)/3-2kf( -X(7NZ+N-6k)/2, -x(-N2- N+6k)/2). 
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Since the second exponent of x inside brackets is negative, we use Ramanu- 
jan’s formula (2) to obtain 
(35) 
If we use (19X (25), (33), (34), and (35) we obtain 
uk( NA) > 0 for all A 3 0. 
In exactly the same manner one can prove 
THEOREM 3. If(~~,~(x)=~~=~u~(a)x~, then 
uk( Ni + k) > 0 for all A> 0. 
2.3. We shall hereafter assume 
120, I#k (36) 
so that 1 d C, d< N. Let us write 
c*=3c-l-#(N-l), d*=3d-l-;(N-l). 
Then 
d*>O=-d*a2 
(37) 
N+l d*=2+ d=-. 
2 
Similar result holds for c*. 
In order to express ( - 1)” CA ( - 1) ’ xs” in terms of f(a, b) we state the 
following lemmas, which can be proved easily. 
LEMMA 2. The elements sI of the sequence (Sj.) satisfy 
>o if 120 
s,l+t -s1 
i <o if a-c-1 
>o if c*>o 
So-S-1 
i <o if c*<o. - 
Further si >seI for all A>0 and so <se2, 
Lemma 2 leads at once to 
LEMMA 3. If c* > 0 then s- , is the smallest of all So and 
06L, <so <s1,s-2,s2, . . . 
641/29;2-3 
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and if c* < 0, then s0 is the smallest of all So and 
o<s, -CL, <St, s-2,s2, . . . 
Let us assume 
c*>o; 
then s ~ 1 > 0 is the smallest of (So} and so 
(38) 
(-l)“~(-l)“x”“=(-l)‘x”-‘~(-l)“x””-”-’, 
a a 
where all sA - s _, > 0. Substituting for sA and s _ 1 from (29) we have 
3N2 
s,? -s-i =--AZ+ 
2 
6Nc+N-6kA+s -s_ 
2 0 1 
so that 
(-l)“~(-l)Ax”~=(-l)“x”“f(-x”, -P), 
a 
where B = s _, - s0 < 0 and A = (3N2 + N(6c + 1) - 6k)/2. Using formula 
(2) we get 
(-l)‘~(-l)“x”=(-l)“+‘x”~‘f(-x”-“-’, -x*), (39) 
where * is an integer >sO -se,. 
In a similar way, if 
c*<o (40) 
(-l)‘c(-l)“x”“=(-l)‘x”“f(-x”-‘-“, -x*), (41) 
where * is greater than s- , - so. 
To obtain similar results with the series with exponents ta, we state 
LEMMA 4. The elements tA of the sequence { tA} satisfy 
i 
>o 
la,1 --la 
lj- A.20 
<o lj- A<-1 
1 
>O 
to-t-, 
if d*>20rde=2andN>3k 
<o if d*<Oord*=2andN<3k. 
Further ti > t-, for all A>0 and t, < tb2. 
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We have at once 
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LEMMA 5. Zf d* > 2 or d* = 2 and N > 3k, then t _, is the smallest of 
iti.> and 
O<t-1 <t,<t,,t1, t-*,t* ,... 
If however d* < 0 or d* = 2 and N < 3k, then to is the smallest of { tA} and 
o<tt,<tc, <t,,t-2, f? ,... 
Using Lemmas 4 and 5 we have 
(-l)dC(-l)lX’” = (~~)dX,,y~-x,-,-~O 
1 
I 
(-l)d+’ x’-lf( -x’o-‘-l, -x*) 
if d*>2ord*=2andN>3k 
-x*) 
if d*<Oord*‘=2andN<3k. 
For the sake of formal completeness we state the 
THEOREM 4. Zf If 0, I# k, then 
f( -x) f u,(lN+ I) x2 
i = 0 
(42) 
=(_l)~+lxs-~(-x~o~~-~, -x*)+(-l)d+‘X~-‘f(-x~~-r-~, -x*) 
if c*>Oandd*>2ord*=2withN>3k 
=(-l)~+lX~-lf(-X~O-~-I, -X*)+(-l)dXfOf(--Xf-‘-fO, -x*) 
if c*>Oandd*<Oord*=2withN<3k 
=(-l)~xy(-x~-~-~o, -X*)+(-l)d+lX’-tf(-X’o-r-~, -x*) 
if c*<Oandd*>2ord*=2withN>3k 
=(-~)c~~-(-~~-~-so, -x*)+(-l)dX’~(-x~-l-~o, px*) 
if c*<Oandd*<Oord*=2withN<3k, 
where f(-xm, -x*) means that * is an integer greater than m and whose 
exact value is not of consequence. 
In the case N = 5 these results coincide with the results of Ramanujan 
given in the “Lost” Note Book (see also Andrews Cl]). 
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2.4. From Theorem 4, it is clear that in order to be able to apply 
Lemma 1 and obtain results concerning u,(lN+ 1), it is necessary to 
obtain relations between x0, s _, , to, t _, . From definition 
t-1 -s-1 =(l-3(d-c)) 
Since l<d,c<N, (2N-(d+c))/2+k/N>l.Ifd>cthend-c>l andso 
l-3(d-c)<-2. On the other hand if d<c, d-c<-1 and so 
1 - 3(d - c) > 4. Thus 
>4 if d<c 
t-, -s-1 
<-2 if d>c. (43) 
Similarly 
s,-&,=(I-3(d-c))(+;). 
Since (d+ c)/2 > 1 and 1 6 k < N/2, we see that (d+ c)/2 -k/N> 4. Thus as 
before 
>2 if d<c 
so - to <-I if d > c. (44) 
Let us take 
c*>O and d*>2 or d*=2 with N>3k. 
Then s-i is the smallest of s1 and I-, the smallest of tA. Also if d* = 2 then 
c* > 2. Thus 
s-1 <I-, <to <so if d<c 
t-, <s-1 <so <to if d> c. 
Also if d< c, using (43) and (44) 
so-s-1 =(s,--t,)+(to-t-,)+(t-l -s-1) 
>2+1+4=7. 
If however d > c, then 
to-t-, =(to-So)+(s,--s_,)+(s_, -I-,) 
>1+1+2=4. 
(45) 
(46) 
(47) 
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Hence we have the following 
THEOREM 5. Let c* > 0 and d* > 2 or d* = 2 with N > 3k. Then for d > c 
I 
=o if Act_, 
(-l)“+l u,(NA+I) >O if Iat_,,dzc(mod2) 
<o if ;1>,t_,,d& c(mod2) 
andfor d<c 
1 
=o if A<s-, 
(-l)“+’ u,(NA.+l) >O if Aas_,,d=c(mod2) 
<o if A>s-,,d f c(mod2). 
Proof. The first two results are immediate. To prove the third (take 
d>c for instance) take in Lemma 1, cl =sPI, c2 =tel, a, =s~-s-~, 
b, = to - tp,. By (46), (47) all the hypotheses of Lemma 1 are satisfied. 
This gives the third result. 
The last case in Theorem 4 can be treated in exactly the same manner as 
the first. 
We shall take the second case, 
c*>O and d*<O or d*=2 with N<3k, 
as it is different from the first. Clearly 
c > d. 
Now s- , is smallest of (sl} and to the smallest of { tl}. Since c > d we have 
‘= d+(2N- 1)/3, 1 
d+ (N- 1)/3, if N = 1 (mod 6) 
if N= - 1 (mod 6). 
Substituting from (29) and (31) we get 
s-1 - to = 
i 
- 2N d + 2N2/3 + N/3 + 2k, if Nz 1 (mod 6) 
-Nd+N2/6+N/6+k, if Nr -1 (mod 6) 
t-, -so = 
- 4N d + 4N2/3 + 2N/3 + 4k, if Nr 1 (mod 6) 
- 5N d + 5N2/6 + 5N/6 + 5k, if NE -1 (mod6). 
Therefore 
s -1- to <O-t-, -so <o. 
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Further 
or 
s-1 <to <t-, <so 
to es-1 <so <t-1. 
Since c > d we have from (43), (44) 
so -s-1 25 if to >s-, 
t-1 - to 25 if to <s-,. 
We get at once the 
THEOREM 6. Zf c* > 0 and d* < 0 or d* = 2 with N < 3k, then for 
s-1 >t, 
i 
=o 
(-1y+’ u,(Ntl + I) > 0 
<O 
and ifto >spl 
(-l)‘z+(NA+I) 
lj- A<to 
if 12 to, d f c (mod 2) 
if A 2 to, d= c (mod 2) 
lj- il<s-, 
if Ias-,,d & c(mod2) 
zy Aas-,,d=c(mod2) 
The third case in Theorem 4 is similar to this. 
We remark that because of (43) and (44), the exceptional case 
mentioned in Lemma 1 cannot occur in cases 1 and 4 of Theorem 4. This 
occurs in cases 2 and 3 and we illustrate it with two examples. 
Let us take N=5, k=2 so that N (=5) <3k (=6). We have the 
following table: 
I C d s-1 t-1 so to c+ d* 
1 4 1 2 31 21 0 >o <o 
3 2 4 15 3 4 17 <o >2 
4 1 3 26 9 0 8 <o 2 
If we take the second row in this table, we get 
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a formula given by Ramanujan in the “Lost” Note Book, proved by 
Andrews. We have 
t4,(5A + 3) = 0 for I<3 
uz(5.3 + 3) = - 1 for 1=3 
u,(5.4+3)=0 for A=4 
u,(5.1+3)<0 for 125. 
Compare with Corollary 2 to Theorem 2 in Andrews [ 1, p. 1943. 
As another example take N = 7, k = 3 so that N( = 7) < 3k ( = 9). 
I c d s-1 ‘-1 so ‘0 c* d* 
1 3 1 27 
2 6 4 2 
4 5 3 I 
5 1 6 58 
6 4 2 15 
Taking the third row we have 
65 11 0 <o <O 
19 49 17 >o 2 
31 33 8 >o <o 
3 0 43 -co >2 
46 20 2 >o 10 
A;ou,(71:+4)x”= -(x8f(-x23~ -X124)-x7f(-x*6, -x~z~)), 
f(-x) 
which again gives the exceptional case. Thus 
u3(71+ 4) = 0 if A<7 
u,(7.7+4)= 1 if A=7 
u,(7.8+4)=0 if I=8 
u,(7.rl+4)>o if 2 29. 
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